[A]n immigrant’s right to have her case heard should not be sacrificed because of the [immigration] J[udge]’s heavy caseload.
—Qi Cui v. Mukasey¹

I urge you always to bear in mind the significance of your cases and the lives they affect. To the aliens who stand before you, you are the face of American justice. Not all will be entitled to the relief they seek. But I insist that each be treated with courtesy and respect. Anything less would demean the office that you hold and the Department in which you serve.
—Former U.S. Attorney General Alberto Gonzales²
I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The immigration court system is in crisis. Immigration judges with insufficient resources are forced to cope with an enormous and increasing backlog. Bona fide asylum seekers and other noncitizens with viable claims wait years to have their cases heard, and then hearings often are rushed and flawed. With the recently launched “rocket dockets” expediting cases of Central American children, many hearings will be delayed further and grow even more rushed and flawed. But unlike the humanitarian crisis driving these children to seek safety in the United States or the crisis of long overdue comprehensive immigration reform, the procedural crisis of the immigration courts can be readily addressed.

With basic procedural reforms, the Department of Justice’s (DOJ’s) Executive Office for Immigration Review (EOIR), which oversees the immigration courts, can increase the system’s efficiency and provide a higher quality of adjudication at little or no additional cost to taxpayers. These reforms would reduce unnecessary hearing continuances and help administrative court judges to make more deliberate and informed rulings, thereby avoiding costly federal appeals. These recommendations draw on exhaustive research of the immigration court and other court systems and on the experience of attorneys at Heartland Alliance’s National Immigrant Justice Center (NIJC), who practice extensively in the immigration courts. The findings complement those of other recent reports on immigration adjudications by focusing on narrow improvements to the immigration court system that the DOJ and the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) can implement without substantial additional resources.

A. Summary of Recommendations

These recommendations cannot substitute for congressional action to reform the immigration system. But even a more rational legislative framework for immigration matters would not fix the immigration court system without procedural reforms to advance fairness and efficiency.

These recommendations address all aspects of the immigration court system: DOJ’s oversight through EOIR, inter-agency coordination, the Board of Immigration Appeals (Board), and immigration court. Only by addressing all levels of the immigration court system, will the most fair and efficient adjudication process be available.
Recommendation 1: Increase Efficiency of EOIR case management.

| 1.A. | Create an online case management system. |
| 1.B. | Require pretrial communication, negotiations, and information-sharing between opposing counsel. |
| 1.C. | Improve handling of preliminary matters. |
| 1.D. | Either grant EOIR control over work authorization matters, or eliminate EOIR’s responsibility for the work authorization clock. |
| 1.E. | Allow immigration judges to order transcripts prior to issuing written opinions, to facilitate more accurate and better-reasoned decision making. |
| 1.F. | Expand immigration judges’ authority to sanction DHS attorneys. |

Recommendation 2: Create alternative dispute resolution structure through inter-agency coordination.

| 2.A. | Authorize immigration judges, upon agreement of both parties, to terminate cases to permit applications for asylum to go forward with the Asylum Office. |
| 2.B. | Permit immigration judges to refer domestic violence matters to expert adjudicators at the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services’ (USCIS) Vermont Service Center. |
| 2.C. | Adjudicate adjustment of status applications with increased efficiency through better coordination with USCIS. |

Recommendation 3: Increase efficiency in the immigration court through access to counsel and legal information.

| 3.A. | Grant immigration judges authority to appoint counsel when it is required for the fairness of proceedings. |
| 3.B. | Allow attorneys to make limited appearances. |
| 3.C. | Institute a “help desk” pilot project for nondetained individuals. |
| 3.D. | Create a separate *pro se* docket at all immigration courts. |
| 3.E. | Facilitate legal information presentations for non-detained individuals. |

Recommendation 4: Reform the Board of Immigration Appeals.

| 4.A. | Create an online docketing and case management system. |
| 4.B. | Create a mediation center at the Board to promote settlement. |
| 4.C. | Authorize an appellate commissioner or chief clerk to adjudicate procedural motions. |
| 4.D. | Review all cases for potential appointment of counsel, likely through expansion of the BIA Pro Bono Project. |
| 4.E. | Facilitate greater public and *amicus* involvement in the Board’s decision making by publicizing oral arguments and cases considered for publication, publishing more decisions annually, and releasing all unpublished Board decisions to the public. |
| 4.F. | Eliminate single-member merits opinions and reform the Board’s organization to give Board members greater autonomy and ownership. |
| 4.G. | Streamline and reform bond appeals to minimize waste. |

Implementing these recommendations would improve systemic fairness and justice, increase accuracy and efficiency of judicial decision making, restore confidence in the immigration courts, and allow more effective implementation of future immigration-focused legislative reforms.
B. Methodology

These findings and recommendations draw on NIJC’s three decades of experience practicing in immigration courts, reviews of various studies of the immigration adjudication system, and feedback from participants at a Federal Bar Association panel on immigration court reform. The authors also interviewed other immigration experts, legal service providers, and pro bono attorneys.

In addition to a focused study of the immigration court system, the authors conducted research on comparable legal aid and reform models in other civil judicial systems. In particular, the authors explored reforms of the federal court system in recent decades as a model for immigration court reform.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Civil Justice Reform Act as a Model for Immigration Court Reform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Congress enacted the Civil Justice Reform Act of 1990 (CJRA) “to implement procedural changes in order to minimize the excessive costs and delay associated with litigating civil cases in the Federal court system.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CJRA uses six case management goals “to create an effective administrative structure to ensure ongoing consultation and communication regarding effective litigation management and cost and delay reduction principles and techniques”:

1. Differential management of cases “that tailors the level of individualized and case specific management to such criteria as case complexity, the amount of time reasonably needed to prepare the case for trial, and the judicial and other resources required and available for the preparation and disposition of the case”;
2. Early and ongoing judicial control of pretrial processes, including deadlines for motions (and a framework for deciding on motions) and “early, firm trial dates”;
3. For complex cases, “careful and deliberate monitoring” through case-monitoring conferences, early identification of issues in dispute, and where appropriate, staged resolution or bifurcation of the issues;
4. Cost-effective discovery through cooperation and voluntary exchanges of information;
5. Good-faith efforts to resolve discovery disputes before filing motions; and
6. Diversion of cases, when appropriate, to alternative dispute resolution programs

An evaluation of the CJRA pilot program found that early judicial case management reduced the time to disposition of cases, with no overall increase in costs.

The CJRA provides useful guideposts for immigration court reform and informs our recommendations. Immigration courts suffer from the same “high costs, long delays and insufficient judicial resources” that Congress found problematic in the federal court system in 1990. The immigration courts now, like the federal courts then, face the “increasing volume and complexity of civil … cases [that] imposes increasingly heavy workload burdens on judicial officers, clerks of court, and other court personnel.”
II. BACKGROUND: PROBLEMS IN THE CURRENT IMMIGRATION COURT SYSTEM

A. Crisis-level Court Backlog

The backlog of cases before the immigration courts has grown continually over the past decade, especially since 2006.\textsuperscript{19} As of October 2014, noncitizens in Chicago are scheduled for removal hearings in 2019.\textsuperscript{20} At the end of FY 2010, EOIR’s backlog totaled about 300,000.\textsuperscript{21} In just the last four years, the backlog grew a total of 42.9 percent, at an average of 9.3 percent per year. At last count, the backlog totaled 375,503 cases.\textsuperscript{22} On average, noncitizens now wait more than 18 months for adjudication of their cases.\textsuperscript{23}

Why is the backlog growing? Congress is spending more to apprehend noncitizens than to adjudicate their rights. It has failed to provide EOIR with adequate appropriations\textsuperscript{24} while continually increasing funding for the enforcement arms of DHS, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and Customs and Border Protection (CBP).\textsuperscript{25} Clearly, “resources for the Immigration Courts have not kept pace with the meteoric rise in allocation” for immigration enforcement agencies.\textsuperscript{26} The number of newly filed immigration cases has increased substantially, while the number of completed cases has continued to decline.\textsuperscript{27}

The Obama administration promised to address the backlog by authorizing trial attorneys to focus on “high priority” cases and exercise their discretion to close other less pressing cases.\textsuperscript{28} So far, this has failed to reduce the caseload. Following the administration’s first announcement on the subject of prosecutorial discretion in June 2011, it released memoranda narrowing the types of cases that could be designated as low priority.\textsuperscript{29} While
a substantial number of cases were designated for prosecutorial discretion, these cases received only administrative closure, only temporarily removing them from the court docket. Even a broader application of prosecutorial discretion without the additional reforms suggested here would be inadequate to reduce immigration court caseloads, due to the imbalance between the number of judges and the number of noncitizens placed in removal proceedings.

A second factor contributing to the backlog is ICE’s internal management of prosecutions. Generally, during the years-long intervals between the start and disposition of most court cases, ICE does not assign the cases to a particular ICE attorney, so no individual attorney manages the case from start to finish. Therefore, no ICE attorney has the authority or incentive to conserve time and resources by narrowing issues or stipulating to matters early in the case. The cost of additional court hearings falls primarily on the immigration courts and noncitizens, not on ICE attorneys who are in court regardless.

The legal framework guiding immigration proceedings fails to provide incentives for early case resolution. Immigration cases go to trial at a much higher rate than other cases.

![Minimum Percentage of Cases that Go to Trial](chart)

While government statistics do not permit precise knowledge of how many cases go to trial in the immigration courts, it appears that between 39.6 and 63.5 percent of immigration cases go to trial. This is substantially more than the 1.2 percent of federal civil cases and three percent of federal criminal cases which go to trial in the federal system.

The substantive law does not encourage settlement. For example, the Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) provides no discernible plea bargain-like benefits for noncitizens (even those ineligible for any other form of relief) to agree to depart the country without exercising their right to challenge removal. Under current law, voluntary departure is
often a worse choice than going to trial, even for respondents with little chance of winning relief.38

Although the legal framework of immigration law is beyond the ability of the courts to control, EOIR has authority to establish procedures that encourage attorneys to settle or stipulate to a particular case disposition, which would significantly expedite case resolution. Almost no such pretrial procedures exist.39 Those pretrial procedures that do exist on paper are commonly disregarded or required only of counsel for the noncitizen, not counsel for ICE.40

The result of this backlog: a significant number of immigration cases that could be resolved prior to a trial are not.41 Some of these trials may be abbreviated processes, where relief or termination is not contested. But, lacking any pre-trial mechanism for resolution, the parties and the court generally must retain a trial date and prepare as if a full trial will proceed.

B. Unrealistic Dockets for Immigration Judges

A comparison with other administrative law judges illustrates the strain under which immigration judges work:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Court</th>
<th>Avg. case receipts per year per judge</th>
<th>Avg. dispositive hearings per year</th>
<th>Avg. backlog per year per judge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immigration</td>
<td>1,09442</td>
<td>1,02343</td>
<td>1,41344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veterans</td>
<td>77545</td>
<td>69246</td>
<td>71847</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Security</td>
<td>65348</td>
<td>63149</td>
<td>62850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Immigration judges must decide more cases than other judges with significantly fewer resources. Unlike federal district courts, where each federal judge has an average of three law clerks, immigration courts provide only one law clerk, divided between four immigration judges, to support an average of 4,852 cases.51 In some courts, the ratio of clerks to judges is even lower.52

Compounding the backlog is the complexity of many cases. Courts have described the labyrinthine immigration law — where cases frequently turn on uncodified rules and arcane procedures — as “second only to the Internal Revenue Code in complexity.”53 Even where the law is clear, immigration cases can be factually complex, perhaps turning on witness credibility — a determination made more difficult by language and cultural barriers — difficulties in corroborating witness accounts, and a trial system that enables “trial by ambush.”54 Yet immigration judges must decide all these cases, no matter their complexity, with the same absence of resources.55
The result is that cases in which relief ultimately is granted take an average of 866 days, well over two years, to move through the courts. The unrelenting pace of the court calendar, coupled with the potentially life-and-death result that a deportation sentence imposes, contributes to stress and burnout on the bench.

C. Unfair Burdens on Noncitizens

For individuals in ICE custody, court delays can mean prolonged detention in remote facilities, with limited access to counsel or to medical treatment, while their cases are adjudicated. In detention, vulnerable noncitizens, including asylum seekers and victims of crime, are re-traumatized. Many are held in solitary confinement “for their own protection,” sometimes for more than six months at a time.

For both detained and non-detained noncitizens, court delays cause personal and family stress due to long periods of separation and financial insecurity. Many noncitizens are not allowed to work while their cases are pending. They risk losing their housing and face great difficulty providing for their families. Some bona fide asylum seekers and others eligible for relief abandon their cases, and return to countries where they face persecution.

Court delays also affect noncitizens’ ability to secure representation. Many pro bono attorneys are reluctant to accept a case when there is a good chance that a client’s hearing will be years away. Frequent postponements with little notice increase costs by requiring attorneys to prepare for the same hearing several times, often paying for experts and interpreters each time. It is difficult for attorneys to gauge if they have the resources to handle a case given the uncertainties of immigration court timelines.

D. Short-Cut Reforms Create Bigger Problems

In the absence of effective reforms, policy makers may be tempted to look for shortcuts to ease backlogs, but shortcuts will not resolve the problems. For example, in the 2000s, a short-term fix for backlogs at the Board resulted in a logistical nightmare. The “fix” implemented by DOJ was not to increase agency resources or to create incentives that would reduce filings, but to “streamline” adjudication by expanding the use of summary procedures, especially single-Board-member “Affirmances Without Opinion” (AWOs). Board members could spend only an average of 10 minutes per case. The likelihood of a noncitizen winning her appeal to the Board plummeted. These summary orders created a massive increase in appeals to the federal courts, which reversed Board decisions in unprecedented numbers. The Board eventually receded from the frequent use of AWOs, apparently in response to federal court criticism. Because it costs the government at least eight times more to litigate a case through a federal court of appeals than to handle a case that terminates at the Board, it is quite probable that the “streamlining” reforms actually cost the government (and taxpayers) money even as they reduced access to justice.
III. RECOMMENDATIONS

These recommendations would increase efficiency and fairness while respecting individual rights and maintaining the integrity of the judicial process.

Recommendation 1: Increase efficiency of EOIR case management.

The procedural improvements in this section would most directly affect represented cases. However, more efficient immigration court procedures would reduce the costs associated with representing noncitizens and thus would increase availability of legal counsel for all noncitizens in removal proceedings.71

1.A. Create an online case management system.

One way to improve the efficiency of immigration courts’ docket management is to implement an electronic case management and filing system for pleadings, orders, and other court documentation. Congress mandates that federal courts maintain information electronically and provide automated case information to the public, which is accomplished through a system called Public Access to Court Electronic Records (PACER).72 Many states and counties also use electronic case management.73 These systems reduce the need for handling large physical case files, reduce storage costs, and ensure all parties receive documents and notices of scheduling changes. Further, the system tracks the progress of a case, allowing parties to know case status at any time.74 EOIR has requested funding to create an electronic case management system, but its reality is far from certain.75

1.B. Require pretrial communication, negotiations, and information-sharing between opposing counsel.

As noted above, immigration cases go to trial at a remarkably high rate compared with other justice systems.76 Most U.S. judicial systems have procedures to encourage pretrial settlement of cases or to narrow the factual and legal issues presented at trial.77 Only 1.6 percent of civil cases reached trial in 2013 in the federal district court system;78 most civil cases are resolved even before the pretrial stage.79 Effective case resolution procedures reduce burdens on the court system and help “secure a just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of the issues.”80 The current immigration court system lacks an ethos and infrastructure to promote case resolution.

EOIR could reduce the number or scope of trials if it required ICE and respondents’ attorneys to communicate with each other and the court prior to merits hearings, to reach stipulations and to narrow and focus the proceedings. Much of the success of pretrial resolution rests on communication between opposing counsel.81 Many courts require good-faith efforts to resolve disputes before requesting judicial involvement.82 In the civil context, guided by the CJRA, courts generally impose disclosure requirements.83 The Federal Rules of Civil Procedure mandate initial disclosures of certain items by both parties prior to any request,84 and require the parties to confer “as soon as practicable.”85
Local and state court rules provide for opposing counsel to meet prior to trial to stipulate to issues of law and fact, narrow issues to those actually in controversy, and comply in good faith with rules designed to focus the trial.

Similar rules do not apply to immigration courts. Pretrial resolution of cases or narrowing of issues is rare, even when it is in both parties’ interests. For example, ICE trial attorneys rarely provide written responses to respondents’ relief applications. Even where immigration judges set filing deadlines, ICE attorneys may file documents and arguments late, or not at all. As a result, ICE attorneys rarely stipulate any legal or factual issues prior to the trial. Both respondents and immigration judges are left in the dark as to what issues the government plans to concede or challenge.

Trials are rarely avoided or narrowed by stipulation, and the immigration judge must assume until the trial day that the case will go to trial on all possible issues, requiring her to budget sufficient time to complete the trial. Under the CJRA and the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, this does not occur in federal civil matters.

The following steps could help make pretrial case resolution a practical reality.

First, ICE should assign a specific attorney or a small team to handle each case from start to finish. ICE does not generally assign a given case to any attorney or attorney team. Without a designated attorney, negotiations are difficult or impossible, incentives for government counsel to focus on cases months or years before trial are reduced, and stipulations to particular issues are discouraged. A system which seeks to narrow issues and settle cases would require pretrial discussions among attorneys with authority to make stipulations and admissions, such as under the Federal Rules. ICE should give responsibility over each case to a specific attorney or small group of attorneys, and should notify the immigration judge and opposing counsel of the identity of its counsel. ICE attorneys should file appearances in immigration court, just as government attorneys file appearances in federal district court.

Second, EOIR should require opposing counsel to “meet and confer” prior to trial. This practice provides three benefits: (a) the parties could stipulate to issues of fact and law in cases where the stipulation is reasonably possible; (b) the parties could discuss impending pretrial motions, resulting in some motions being unopposed and other motions being avoided entirely; and (c) it would help clarify the issues for trial, increasing the chance that those arguments could be addressed as scheduled, without the need for continuances in response to unexpected arguments.

Third, EOIR should urge ICE attorneys to flag matters likely to be contested and issues not in dispute, and both parties should be required to address these issues well before hearings, in documents filed with the court. Federal district courts commonly require joint pretrial statements, and the federal rule sets forth a pretrial practice to facilitate handling of the case. Immigration courts could adopt prescribed pretrial templates for the most common forms of relief, in order to narrow and clarify the questions at issue in cases. To obtain full cooperation of the parties, the court system
should establish clear and mandatory consequences for either party’s failure to file pretrial statements in a timely manner. The Immigration Court Practice Manual (ICPM) should be clarified to state that untimely filing of required pretrial statements will forfeit arguments not raised prior to the hearings (subject to the normal rules by which forfeiture can be forgiven, and the possibility of a motion to reopen). If ICE forfeits arguments against relief eligibility, immigration judges should be authorized to grant relief without a hearing, just as default judgments may be entered in other judicial systems.

Finally, DHS should provide respondents’ Alien Files (A-files) upon the filing of written requests by respondents or their counsel. Respondents and their counsel should not be forced to file Freedom of Information Act requests to obtain copies of their immigration files. This step would implement nationally a Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals decision holding that DHS must provide individuals with A-files upon request to align with the Fifth Amendment’s due process guarantee of a “full and fair hearing in a deportation proceeding.” Requiring DHS to provide access to A-files would allow attorneys faster access to pre-charging documents, conviction documents, and documents relating to potential citizenship or relief eligibility. This practice would eliminate the need for court continuances while respondents await information critical to their cases. This would also align removal proceedings with the CJRA and the Federal Rules, which require voluntary exchanges of information and voluntary disclosures. Increasing the availability of information earlier would encourage parties to resolve issues more quickly and facilitate earlier identification of any issues.

1.C. Improve handling of preliminary matters.

The current system encourages a proliferation of preliminary hearings, known as “master calendar” hearings, but without the likelihood of resolution. A recent Inspector General report highlighted the large number of repeated continuances in removal proceedings; among the most frequent reasons for continuances is to file relief applications. This inefficiency slows down the system, making it unable to respond to motions and other preliminary matters. The following procedural improvements to pretrial processing could eliminate many unnecessary hearings and substantially expedite immigration cases.

First, EOIR should incentivize represented noncitizens to respond in writing to charges of removability and to submit applications for relief before hearing dates. Although the ICPM allows written pleadings in lieu of oral pleadings, there is little incentive in terms of cost- or time-savings to do so. Filing written pleadings does not avoid the scheduled preliminary hearing or waive the requirement that the noncitizen appear at that hearing. Indeed, if the noncitizen fails to appear at a hearing where her presence has not been waived, she would ordinarily be ordered removed in absentia. In practice, written pleadings are seldom filed; a respondent concedes or admits to certain allegations in master calendar hearings which require substantial court time.

The same problems plague the filing of applications for relief. Backlogged courts are too busy to react when noncitizens file applications for relief before their master calendar hearings, so the unnecessary hearing remains scheduled. As with written pleadings, the
noncitizen lacks incentive to make an extra, early trip to the court to file the application, because filing early does not alter her case.

A known, predictable system allowing noncitizens to avoid unnecessary hearings would encourage noncitizens to file pleadings outside of court, resulting in substantial efficiency gains. Accordingly, the ICPM should be amended to provide that when represented immigrants file written statements conceding removability as stated in the Notice to Appear (NTA), courts should vacate automatically the master calendar hearing dates and excuse the respondents’ presence. Also, upon the filing of a relief application, courts should automatically vacate any master calendar hearings scheduled merely to permit filing of relief applications, waive respondents’ presence, and authorize the court clerk to enter orders scheduling matters for trials and setting appropriate dates for the filing of supporting documentation.

**Second, the immigration courts should again follow the CJRA and allow judges to set “an early, firm trial date” for most cases.** For complex cases, immigration judges should engage in ongoing judicial monitoring, including periodic case management conferences to ensure prompt forward progression. Earlier judicial involvement in the case, as envisioned in the CJRA, could provide additional predictability to a case, but only if immigration judges were actually able to provide a “firm” trial date. Currently, immigration courts frequently reschedule matters due to agency priorities which shortsightedly call for one type of case to be prioritized over another; most recently, in the context of families seeking asylum. This prevents judges from providing the kind of predictability which is afforded in other judicial systems. Early judicial monitoring should therefore be a mid-term goal for the system, to be implemented in the courts once the court system is stable enough to avoid reactively jumping from crisis to crisis.

**Third, EOIR should create a motions docket to ensure quick and predictable adjudication of pretrial motions and scheduling of merits hearings.** The ICPM creates a presumption against an oral hearing on a motion, giving full discretion to the immigration judge to determine if an oral hearing is required. This approach presents several problems. For example, immigration judges do not always address motions in a timely manner; if a respondent files a Motion to Reschedule two months before a merits hearing, delay in addressing the motion can be wasteful and unfair.

To give immigration judges an opportunity to address procedural and preliminary motions, EOIR should adopt the practice of many federal and state courts that have a motions docket on one or multiple mornings per week. These separate hearings reserve docket space to hear the substance of cases, and allow procedural motions and issues to be addressed separately.

Efficient procedures, such as those employed by some federal courts, would allow a motions docket to function without affirmative action by the court. A party could schedule a motion hearing during pre-set motions times with a particular judge, pursuant to rules which would leave enough time between the filing of the motion and the hearing to allow the opposing party to respond and to ensure the availability of files.
immigration judge were able to rule on a motion prior to the hearing, the hearing could be canceled. For a more complicated case, the scheduling of the motion before the judge would permit the judge to discuss the matter with counsel. This model would serve for a variety of issues; for instance, EOIR could place government motions to pretermit relief applications on the motions docket, together with motions filed by noncitizens.  

* * * *

Taken together, these changes would establish the kind of ongoing judicial control over the pretrial process which, in the federal court system, facilitates the prompt and fair resolution of complex civil cases. 

1.D. **Either grant EOIR control over work authorization matters, or eliminate EOIR’s responsibility for the work authorization clock.**

Congress generally requires EOIR to adjudicate asylum cases within 180 days; EOIR tracks asylum cases to monitor compliance. A separate statute limits the ability of asylum seekers to obtain work authorization before the application has been pending at least 150 days. The latter rule binds USCIS, not EOIR, because USCIS has authority over work authorization. Immigration judges have no authority to grant work authorization or to control the work authorization status of noncitizens.

EOIR spends many hours attempting to administer an “asylum clock” that USCIS uses to decide whether to grant work authorization. EOIR calculates that 20 percent of the immigration court’s administrative time is used to manage the asylum clock and to respond to asylum clock queries. The requirement for EOIR to promptly adjudicate asylum cases greatly differs from the rules that govern work authorization for asylum seekers. If EOIR could extricate the immigration court from its role in administering the asylum clock, it would eliminate one of the greatest distractions for the court’s administrative personnel.

There might be sound policy reasons for allowing immigration judges to decide work authorization matters for those noncitizens with pending cases. The ability to decide to grant or deny work authorization might give immigration judges another tool to discourage dilatory tactics and to ameliorate humanitarian problems. But there is little logic to forcing the immigration courts to waste time calculating a work authorization “clock” that relates to matters under another agency’s control.

1.E. **Allow immigration judges to order transcripts prior to issuing written opinions, to facilitate more accurate and better-reasoned decision making.**

Immigration judges often issue quick oral decisions while the case facts are fresh in their minds. But in some cases — often the most complex cases — immigration judges issue written decisions. Currently, a transcript is produced only after an immigration judge
issues a written decision and the case is appealed to the Board. Federal courts of appeals have reversed immigration court rulings on numerous occasions where immigration judges misremembered aspects of testimony or misstated factual nuances. The availability of transcripts would facilitate the involvement of law clerks (who rarely attend hearings) in the production of decisions. To the extent that a given case would be appealed to the Board, no extra cost would result from the earlier production of a transcript, and in some cases, a transcript might even avoid appeals, saving taxpayer dollars. Most importantly, transcript availability could help immigration judges to produce stronger written decisions, granting relief or protection where appropriate.

1.F. Expand immigration judges’ authority to sanction DHS attorneys.

For immigration judges to control proceedings, DHS attorneys need to know that they are subject to orders of the immigration courts. While the statute grants authority to impose civil penalties for contempt, EOIR has never promulgated regulations implementing that authority. It must do so without delay.

Moreover, DHS regulations allow immigration judges to sanction “practitioners” appearing before them, but exclude DHS counsel from that definition. The Board even struck down an immigration judge’s requirement that the government file a brief in support of its legal arguments before the hearing. Expecting immigration judges to control their dockets while exempting one of the parties from any effective control by those judges is impractical and unfair.

An example of this problem: One regulation requires immigration judges to wait for DHS notification that background checks have been completed before relief from removal can be adjudicated. DHS counsel can, for any reason or no reason, fail to conduct records checks, thus preventing the immigration court from issuing a decision in a case. Some courts grant “conditional” relief in this circumstance. Others have recommended the adoption of a separate, dedicated docket for cases delayed by lack of background checks. The better solution is to give immigration judges power over both parties practicing before them, so that they can control their own courtrooms.

Regulations should be promulgated to include DHS counsel in the definition of “practitioner” and to authorize immigration judges to exercise contempt authority over all attorneys in their courtroom.

Recommendation 2: Create alternative dispute resolution structures through interagency coordination.

Part of the problem with the immigration court system is that immigration matters go to trial at a very high rate. Alternate dispute mechanisms could help to channel cases away from the immigration courts, reducing the crushing caseload.
In federal district courts, a host of mechanisms work to encourage settlement. Many matters are handled initially by magistrate judges. The Federal Magistrate Act of 1979 empowered magistrate judges — with the parties’ consent — to handle all pre-trial and trial matters and issue judgments in civil cases. Studies have concluded that the use of magistrate judges increased access to the federal judiciary for litigants and helped federal judges manage their caseloads, particularly after Congress allowed judges to remind the parties of the availability of magistrate judges. The use of magistrate judges and/or “special masters” likely played an important role in preventing an increase in pro se filings from producing a backlog crisis in federal courts.

Coordination among DHS agencies could provide many of the benefits of the magistrate system, at relatively little cost. Such a system would help avoid many thousands of trials, benefitting both those individuals whose cases are resolved outside of litigation and those whose cases proceed to trial more quickly in the immigration court system. Moreover, better adjudication of cases would result in better outcomes: approvals for deserving cases and denials for other cases.

The use of alternate resolution mechanisms depends on both the existence of fair and adequate mechanisms and the perception that they are fair and adequate. The quality of USCIS adjudications is not within the control of EOIR; but for applications, or in districts, where high-quality USCIS adjudication is available, it is wasteful not to make use of that option.

2.A. Authorize immigration judges, upon agreement of both parties, to terminate cases to permit applications for asylum to go forward with the Asylum Office.

Asylum cases are a good target for interagency coordination. The USCIS Asylum Office (AO) has historically been expeditious in its adjudications, and already handles defensive asylum cases for unaccompanied immigrant children under the Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act. Because asylum is the most commonly sought form of relief, procedures that would systematically encourage immigration judges to transfer some cases to the AO would reduce backlogs significantly. For example, in March 2014, the last month for which statistics are publically available, the AO approved 53 percent of the asylum cases that it adjudicated. If a subset of asylum cases were reviewed by the AO, and a similar percentage of cases were resolved at the AO without the involvement of the immigration courts, the court’s caseload would decrease substantially.

This approach might provide corollary benefits. First, in the asylum context, courts have suggested that adjudicative improvements would result if adjudicators with in-depth and detailed knowledge about specific countries’ local conditions could handle asylum cases specific to their expertise. If all or nearly all asylum applications were heard within the same non-adversarial adjudicative system, the system could track cases on the basis of region or type, and better acquire evidence to corroborate or disprove particular claims. It might also help to reduce the disparities in asylum grant levels among immigration courts.
and judges by providing more standardized opinions regarding the plausibility of particular claims.146

Second, a reduction in the asylum caseload might help reduce judicial burnout.147 Asylum cases often involve details of persecution or torture and are emotionally challenging.148 Immigration judges are not experts in particular country conditions or the psychological effects of violence and torture, yet they must assess the veracity of individual’s claims, and often make life or death decisions on the basis of scant and generalized evidence. The gravity and stress of these decisions exacerbate the burnout problem.

Third, the diversion of asylum cases would reduce harm to meritorious asylum seekers by shortening adjudication times. Asylum seekers face unique struggles throughout the prolonged adjudication of their cases. More prompt adjudication would aid legitimate asylum seekers by reducing family separation and the accompanying food, shelter, and employment insecurity, and by facilitating representation by pro bono attorneys.149

Under the current regulatory scheme,150 immigration judges have exclusive jurisdiction to consider the asylum applications of people in removal proceedings. Notwithstanding this regulation, the AO could adjudicate these asylum claims in removal proceedings if ICE agreed to termination of removal proceedings without prejudice, as it does in other contexts.151 If, after termination, USCIS found individuals eligible for asylum, the cases would not come back before the immigration courts; USCIS could grant asylum as in any other case not in removal proceedings.152 Where USCIS does not grant asylum, the cases would return to the immigration court docket.

2.B. Permit immigration judges to refer domestic violence matters to expert adjudicators at the USCIS Vermont Service Center.

Similar benefits could be achieved regarding cancellation of removal based on the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA), a form of relief for individuals who have suffered domestic violence by their spouses.153 Resolving some of these complicated and emotional cases through use of expert adjudicators would reduce pressure on immigration judges’ dockets and protect victims. USCIS’s Vermont Service Center has sole jurisdiction within USCIS over VAWA self-petitions.154 It has a dedicated “VAWA unit” that adjudicates domestic violence cases, with staff trained to handle issues relevant to those cases, including in the effect and evidentiary burdens experienced by victims.155

Referring cases to the VAWA unit, with the agreement of the parties, would allow more accurate decisions, particularly regarding if an applicant for VAWA cancellation of removal has been “battered or subjected to extreme cruelty.”156 Involving the VAWA unit could help avoid re-traumatizing victims or putting them “on trial” in the adversarial setting of immigration proceedings.

A system of referring VAWA cancellation of removal cases to the VAWA unit for a recommendation would not require regulatory change, and might operate similarly to the
current system of referring asylum cases to the State Department for opinions about particular asylum claims.\textsuperscript{157}

\textbf{2.C. Adjudicate adjustment of status applications with increased efficiency through better coordination with USCIS.}

DHS has taken sensible steps to encourage the termination of removal proceedings to allow adjudication of adjustment of status applications by USCIS.\textsuperscript{158} However, applicants frequently fail to use this process due to inefficiencies in the handling of such cases. USCIS is mandated to support itself through application fees.\textsuperscript{159} If a noncitizen has paid EOIR the application fees, which total more than $1,000, USCIS is spending money to adjudicate an application while EOIR obtains the fees, resulting in some USCIS offices requesting fee repayment.\textsuperscript{160} Transfer back to USCIS comes with other risks, such as the possibility that the file will be lost.\textsuperscript{161} It is to the system’s benefit that USCIS resolve these cases. However, the difficulties of moving cases from EOIR to USCIS has convinced many applicants that their cases are better remaining with EOIR despite the lengthy waiting periods for case adjudication. EOIR should work with USCIS to ensure adequate transfer policies and protocols. Adjudication of these cases by USCIS would free immigration courts to give more expeditious consideration to the other cases pending before them.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{Recommendation 3: Increase efficiency in the immigration court through access to counsel and legal information.} & \\
\hline
Access to counsel benefits noncitizens in removal proceedings, facilitating the fair and prompt adjudication of cases. EOIR must improve access to justice for noncitizens by expanding self-help services and supporting policies that facilitate legal representation to indigent and detained noncitizens. & \\
\hline
\textbf{3.A. Grant immigration judges authority to appoint counsel when it is required for the fairness of the proceeding.} & \\
Unlike the criminal justice system, where individuals have the right to court-appointed counsel if they cannot afford to hire attorneys, individuals in immigration proceedings have no right to appointed counsel.\textsuperscript{162} Thus, most noncitizens before the immigration court, especially those in detention, are unrepresented. In 2013, approximately half of noncitizens in removal proceedings — and more than 75 percent of detained noncitizens — appeared before the immigration court \textit{pro se}.\textsuperscript{163} Changing the rules to permit appointment of counsel remains the best and most logical means of addressing this issue.\textsuperscript{164} A study of the New York Immigration Court found a large disparity between the success rates of represented and unrepresented individuals.\textsuperscript{165} Represented, non-detained noncitizens succeeded in obtaining some kind of relief in 74 percent of cases while unrepresented, non-detained noncitizens succeeded in only 13 percent of cases.\textsuperscript{166} Only
\end{tabular}
\caption{Increase efficiency in the immigration court through access to counsel and legal information.}
\end{table}
three percent of unrepresented, detained clients were successful in their petitions, compared with 18 percent with representation.\textsuperscript{167}

![Effect of counsel on case success for non-detained noncitizens, 2005-2012](chart1.png)

![Effect of counsel on case success for detained noncitizens, 2005-2012](chart2.png)

Providing noncitizens with attorneys to help navigate immigration law would increase the efficiency of the system as a whole.\textsuperscript{168} Appointed counsel is particularly necessary for vulnerable populations such as minors\textsuperscript{169} or the mentally ill,\textsuperscript{170} or in cases posing particularly complex legal or factual challenges.\textsuperscript{171}

Representation of low-income clients falls primarily to small immigration law practices, overwhelmed \textit{pro bono} attorneys, and nonprofit organizations. Legal representation initiatives\textsuperscript{172} provide limited resources in some immigration detention facilities, including one-on-one consultations and screenings,\textsuperscript{173} “\textit{Know Your Rights}” (KYR) presentations,\textsuperscript{174} and limited appearances for bond hearings.\textsuperscript{175} These programs must be expanded to meet the overwhelming need for legal representation and information for noncitizens.

Judge Noel Brennan of the New York Immigration Court wrote that for immigration judges, “the unmet legal needs of the immigrant poor are perpetually apparent.”\textsuperscript{176}
Immigration judges “must take extra care and spend additional time explaining this information” to make sure that respondents understand the consequences of the proceedings as well as their rights and responsibilities. For individuals who proceed pro se, this explanatory process slows down court proceedings. Moreover, immigration judges often grant continuances to allow noncitizens to find pro bono attorneys, which causes more delays.

Increasing the percentage of noncitizens with counsel is the best way to increase efficiency in the immigration court. Authorizing judges to appoint counsel in appropriate cases is the simplest way of accomplishing this goal. Other, lesser steps, outlined below, can also help.

3.B. Allow attorneys to make limited appearances.

Other civil judicial systems have considered allowing limited attorney appearances, or “controlled unbundling” of legal services, to alleviate low representation rates. Scholars have proposed that allowing attorneys — with client consent — to manage certain aspects of cases (such as drafting pleadings and negotiating) but not others (such as appearing in court for some matters) to make representation more affordable.

Immigration courts generally do not allow limited attorney appearances. The ICPM mandates that once an attorney has made an appearance in a case, she is obligated to represent her client until termination of proceedings unless an immigration judge grants leave to withdraw or “specifically allows a limited appearance.” This policy is problematic for pro bono attorneys, nonprofit organizations, and law school clinics attempting to manage their time and financial resources. Allowing attorneys more leeway in entering limited appearances for purposes of master calendar, bond, and motion hearings would avoid unnecessary continuances and would expand the pool of advocates by allowing law clinics to assume more cases.

Allowing limited appearances would be particularly helpful in detention cases, where bond hearings are noncitizens’ first interaction with the system. Attorneys could assist with pre-hearing preparation of bond requests, helping noncitizens present their cases more effectively and avoid high bonds that would prolong their detention. When noncitizens are released, they are better able to obtain representation. EOIR has recently proposed positive regulatory changes which would allow limited representation in the bond context. However, the rationale for the rule change would cover more than the bond context. EOIR should change the ICPM to allow advocates, particularly pro bono counsel, to enter limited appearances in other contexts as well. Also, EOIR should amend the appearance form (the EOIR-28), to allow counsel to enter limited appearances.

3.C. Institute a “help desk” pilot project for nondetained individuals.

Where counsel cannot be appointed or obtained, immigration courts would benefit from various low-cost tools to help pro se litigants navigate the legal process. Other courts
provide guides and handbooks to pro se litigants explaining the court process or giving them a step-by-step guide to making a complaint and writing a brief. But noncitizens in removal proceedings present unique challenges: they often have low or no English proficiency, and varying levels of literacy and education. Self-help services for pro se immigrant clients must account for these factors. It would be unwise to expect too much from printed materials alone.

Help desks or staffed self-service centers at or near court buildings would be more effective because they could offer limited individualized attention. To the extent that these programs would function, it is because the attorneys at the help desks understand the matters and are able to advise noncitizens of their rights and obligations. If the attorneys at the help desks were authorized to become involved to a limited extent in court proceedings, that would increase court efficiencies at minimal added cost.

EOIR should facilitate access to immigration courts for nonprofit organizations willing to set up “help desks.” Conversations between help-desk attorneys and pro se litigants could occur before, during, or after master calendar hearings. An institutionalized help desk would permit unrepresented individuals some access to legal advice and information. It could connect noncitizens with volunteer attorneys and supervised clinic students who could make limited appearances for master calendar hearings.

3.D. **Create a separate pro se docket at all immigration courts.**

A separate pro se docket would help facilitate both limited appearances and help desks. Currently, pro se cases share a docket with represented cases, though in practice many courts choose to hear represented cases before unrepresented cases. Designating specific days and times for unrepresented master calendar hearings would allow legal services organizations or law school clinics to organize help desks or limited appearance programs.

3.E. **Facilitate legal information presentations for non-detained individuals.**

In many detention facilities, nonprofit organizations provide KYR or Legal Orientation Program (LOP) presentations (EOIR pays for the latter). Detained noncitizens who have participated in LOP presentations move through the immigration court system 13 days faster than those who do not, demonstrating that access to legal information improves speedy resolution of court cases. Yet no KYR or LOP program exists for non-detained individuals. Creating KYR or LOP projects for these individuals would help unrepresented noncitizens identify possible relief options. Traditionally, KYRs and LOPs provide an opportunity to speak one-on-one with attorneys or advocates. To be effective, any non-detained program would need to be combined with similar consultations, perhaps in tandem with the help-desk model.
Recommendation 4: Reform the Board of Immigration Appeals.

The Board of Immigration Appeals is addressed separately here, because it has systems, rules, and personnel different from the immigration court system. The Board, which handles more than 35,000 cases per year, has been repeatedly subject to strong admonitions by the federal courts of appeals for its handling of various matters. The Board could handle its docket more fairly and more efficiently by adopting the following recommendations.

4.A. Create an online docketing and case management system.

The creation of an effective docketing and case management system is as important for the Board as it is for the immigration courts. The Board has persistent problems with receipt of filings. For instance, some filings have not reached the Board on time due to inclement weather or carrier error. In other cases, the Board has decided matters without indicating any awareness of pending motions, resulting in remand from appellate bodies. Litigation and other administrative costs increase when briefs and appeals fail to reach the Board on time, or are mishandled by the agency. More importantly, these misfires deprive some noncitizens of their right to be heard on appeal.

The Board’s difficulties do not only include incoming communications directed to the Board. The Board has also experienced some difficulties in communicating its decisions outwards, to both attorneys and pro se individuals. Indeed, the Board now has a recognized process for dealing with cases where it fails to properly notify parties of its decisions, whereby the Board “reissues” its earlier decision.

An electronic docket would facilitate filings with the Board and eliminate the source of many technical defaults. It also would better ensure actual receipt of Board decisions, facilitate the filing of appeals from those decisions, and reduce or eliminate the Board’s mishandling of filings by the parties.

An electronic docket also would facilitate the production of searchable administrative records in cases ultimately appealed to federal courts. Electronically issued decisions would be easier to disseminate and search than paper decisions, allowing increased public access to unpublished decisions. This is true even as to asylum cases and other cases involving confidentiality concerns, because it would facilitate redaction of names and identifying characteristics. Greater public access to unpublished decisions would help hold the Board accountable to deliver consistent rulings on cases presenting similar legal or factual issues.

4.B. Create a mediation center at the Board to promote settlement.

Like the immigration courts, the Board has a substantial backlog of cases and struggles to adequately adjudicate its tens of thousands of cases annually. Creating a mediation or settlement office at the Board would help avoid full appeal adjudication. The Federal Rules of Appellate Procedure authorize settlement conferences and it seems that some
type of settlement or mediator mechanism is standard practice in most federal appellate bodies. A significant number of Board appeals may be amenable to more efficient handling acceptable to both parties; a mediator program could encourage those approaches. Three examples:

- Mediation would facilitate resolution of cases where DHS considers exercising prosecutorial discretion. Because the Board does not have prosecutorial discretion, but must decide appeals promptly, it wastes resources adjudicating appeals even in cases where DHS will decide to grant prosecutorial discretion. As the Second Circuit noted, “it is wasteful to commit judicial resources to immigration cases” when the government is not inclined to effectuate removal.

- Some individuals who have entered the U.S. through “parole” are eligible to seek adjustment of status with USCIS, but not with the immigration court. The Board can close the case administratively pending USCIS adjudication, with or without government agreement, but this requires judicial resources, including weighing factors for and against closure. Mediation could facilitate agreement between the parties, ensuring that judicial resources are used only when needed.

- Noncitizens may be denied asylum or other forms of relief based on the broad “terrorism-related inadmissibility grounds” (TRIG). Congress permits exemptions to the TRIG bars, but gives DHS authority over those exemption decisions, resulting in a division of authority between DHS and the Board. The Board adjudicates appeals in those cases, potentially triggering federal court appeals, without waiting for DHS decisions, in part because no mechanism exists for handling those split-authority situations. Wasting adjudicative time on appeals by individuals for whom USCIS would grant discretionary relief is just as wasteful as using resources on individuals who will be granted prosecutorial discretion. Again, mediation would facilitate a more efficient approach.

Many mediation programs suggest criteria for inclusion or exclusion from the program. For instance, the Ninth Circuit website suggests a number of immigration matters appropriate for mediation. Mediation programs may be employed at the behest of the court, or on request from counsel. Some circuits state that cases are “randomly selected” for mediation.

Mediation should be allowed when requested by the parties or upon suggestion of Board members or staff attorneys. The Board also should establish criteria for inclusion in mediation, and should apply those criteria by requiring litigants to complete a mediation form.

Agreed dispositions benefit the parties and the system. The Sixth Circuit’s Office of the Mediators states that out of 1,000 cases selected for mediation, 40 percent settled. If mediation worked at even half that rate at the Board, it would eliminate the need to adjudicate thousands of appeals, leaving more judicial energy for other matters, to decide cases faster and better. To the extent that federal appeals would be avoided, it would also save time both for federal judges who adjudicate those appeals and for the U.S.
government attorneys who litigate such cases. In addition to reducing litigation costs, agreed resolution at the Board level likely would avoid some degree of humanitarian hardships for noncitizens and their families.

4.C. Authorize an appellate commissioner or chief clerk to adjudicate procedural motions.

The Board could process various procedural motions more quickly if it delegated some authority to staff, following the model of many federal courts of appeals.

For example, the Board has a fairly inflexible policy of granting briefing extensions only once, for 21 days. Likewise, the Board will not normally entertain a motion to hold a matter in abeyance. Yet there are cases in which additional extensions or abeyance would be appropriate. One common circumstance is a noncitizen with a pending family visa petition whose adjudication at USCIS would facilitate the court’s consideration by supporting either removal or remand. A matter may be awaiting decision by the court of appeals or the Supreme Court. In such cases, it makes little sense to speed the case toward adjudication, or to require expenditure of time by the parties; but the Board’s rules make it inevitable.

In federal courts, local rules frequently specify when a matter must be brought to the attention of a judge or of a three judge panel, which allows the courts to act efficiently in employing judicial resources. While it is unclear why no such mechanism exists at the Board, a subordinate judicial officer such as an appellate commissioner could handle such requests expeditiously and efficiently.

A subordinate judicial officer also might be able to handle matters such as background checks more efficiently. By regulation, relief applications may not be approved until background checks have been updated. While the Board’s regulations allow it to hold cases pending completion of background checks, the Board instead remands these matters to the immigration court. This is inefficient; because the Board lacks an appropriate procedural means of acting, it unnecessarily remands cases back to the overloaded immigration courts for conclusion of background checks. A subordinate judicial officer could resolve background check issues by confirming with the parties (generally DHS) whether background checks remain “current”; and if not, by ordering DHS to conduct new background checks and provide status reports until checks are concluded. Delegating many of these non-dispositive procedures and motions to staff or clerks could facilitate the handling of the other appeals pending before the Board.

4.D. Review all cases for potential appointment of counsel, likely through expansion of the BIA Pro Bono Project.

NIJC has long advocated for the appointment of counsel in immigration cases. In lieu of appointed counsel, the Board, working collaboratively with a collection of non-governmental organizations, currently has a BIA Pro Bono Project, which provides legal counsel to some individuals appearing pro se. Under the project, EOIR identifies cases
based on criteria selected by the partnering volunteer groups; non-governmental organizations then review the cases, determine which cases are the best candidates for *pro bono* representation, and facilitate *pro bono* involvement.  

While successful, the project is limited in scope. Because the number of volunteers to review cases for the project is limited, only a subset of the cases which fit the criteria for inclusion in the program can be reviewed every week. The project has reviewed over 7,200 cases and has arranged representation for a large percentage of those individuals. Yet, the program has reviewed only 6.25 percent of *pro se* individuals.

There must be many meritorious cases which come to the Board without having been reviewed by the BIA Pro Bono Project. Board members or staff attorneys must encounter cases frequently which would benefit from a full adversarial briefing. Courts of appeals have mechanisms for dealing with this scenario; for instance, a court may order the briefing stricken, and order recruitment of counsel. The Board does not now consider appointing counsel. The Board should develop appointed or “recruited” counsel mechanisms.

Such an approach does not suggest partiality toward unrepresented respondents, but rather concern that the case be adjudicated fairly and accurately. It is likely that any case identified by the Board itself would be readily placed with counsel through the BIA Pro Bono Project. If not, the Board could consider alternative placement mechanisms, or invitations to file *amicus* briefs.

4.E. **Facilitate greater public and *amicus* involvement in the Board’s decision making by publicizing oral arguments and cases considered for publication, publishing more decisions annually, and releasing all unpublished Board decisions to the public.**

The Board works in obscurity. It handles appeals in a manner which seems intentionally calculated to avoid public attention and to frustrate public oversight. This is problematic on a number of levels.

The federal courts are traditionally open to the public. They conduct arguments in public sessions, and make their decisions, published and unpublished, accessible to the public. This facilitates public oversight, as well as the involvement of *amicus curiae*. The Supreme Court goes further, publicizing the decision to grant *certiorari*, which has the effect of alerting potential *amici* to issues the Court likely will decide. Likewise, most federal administrative agencies act through public rulemaking, and even publicize in advance the subject of likely future rulemaking. This also permits the public and interested stakeholders to submit arguments to attempt to influence agency decisions.

By contrast, the Board maintains no public docket. Nothing on its website, or in any other publication, indicates any case or issue which is under consideration for potential publication of a precedential decision. Even oral argument at the Board is not
announced publicly.\textsuperscript{238} The EOIR Facebook site mentions court closings and published decisions, but not oral argument.\textsuperscript{239} From 2008 to 2013, the Board appears to have scheduled oral argument in only seven cases.\textsuperscript{240} During that five-year period, the Board issued 192 precedential decisions, binding on the Board and DHS, while deciding more than 192,000 cases.\textsuperscript{241} In other words, oral argument occurred in 3.6 percent of the published decisions and in less than .0037 percent of total decisions.

During this same five-year period, \textit{amicus curiae} appeared in only 11 of the Board's published decisions (less than six percent).\textsuperscript{242} Three of those cases involved the overruling of earlier Board decisions which were decided without \textit{amicus} involvement,\textsuperscript{243} perhaps suggesting the value to the Board of the additional information, argumentation, and perspectives which are obtained from \textit{amicus} briefing. The recent level of \textit{amicus} involvement is actually substantially higher than the norm. From 2002 to 2006 (during which period 88 precedential decisions were issued), \textit{amici curiae} were involved in only three published decisions (3.4 percent of the total).\textsuperscript{244} Indeed, during that period, the Board issued as many published decisions in cases involving \textit{pro se} noncitizens as in cases involving \textit{amicus curiae}.\textsuperscript{245} Notably, in none of the published cases with \textit{pro se} respondents – all involving minors – did the Board solicit \textit{amicus} briefing or appoint counsel.

Granted, \textit{amicus} briefs are only one way for the public to be involved in cases and are uncommon even at the courts of appeals. But without some effective means of allowing public input, it will not be secured. Thus, precedent-setting decisions of the Board will continue to be made behind closed doors by methods far removed from the public, semi-democratic nature of traditional notice and comment rulemaking or public agency hearings.\textsuperscript{246}

There are much better options. The Board has a website and a Facebook page.\textsuperscript{247} No regulatory changes are required for the Board to be more transparent. The Board does sometimes solicit \textit{amicus} briefs, usually by reaching out to the American Immigration Lawyers Association and the Federation for American Immigration Reform.\textsuperscript{248} It is appropriate for the Board to invite \textit{amicus} briefs on occasion, but a more regular process is critical.

The simplest way to obtain public input would be for the Board to maintain and make public an oral argument docket, and to adopt a policy of publishing decisions only after oral argument.\textsuperscript{249} If the Board maintained an argument docket on its website, that page could include the name of the attorneys of record, as well as the Questions Presented or Issues Presented, as described by the parties. This would allow interested parties to find out more about cases, and in appropriate cases, to seek leave to appear as \textit{amicus curiae}.\textsuperscript{250} Public involvement in the issues before the Board could increase the quality of decisions, reduce appeals to the federal courts (and the likelihood of remand), and foster confidence in the Board’s decision-making.
4.F. **Eliminate single-member merits opinions and reform the Board’s organization to give Board members greater autonomy and ownership.**

For several years, the Board decided a substantial percentage of its cases through unpublished single-member decisions that affirmed the decisions of immigration judges without opinion.²⁵¹ Facing strong criticism, the Board reduced the percentage of such summary dispositions, but single-member opinions remain the norm.²⁵² Three-member panels now decide only 11 percent of appeals; all other cases are decided by a single Board member.²⁵³ It is unclear if the Board obtains substantial efficiency gains from such a system, but the costs are real. Board members do not repeatedly confront the legal issues percolating through the system in a context which facilitates discussion with other Board members. Perhaps this is related to the Board’s rate of publication, which at 0.11 percent is well below that of any federal court of appeals.²⁵⁴ Three-member opinions should be the norm in cases not directly controlled by precedent.²⁵⁵

In past years, when the Board received fewer appeals, the current structure might have sufficed. However, the Board’s current caseload is massive; the number of Board decisions annually has been 64 percent of the total output of all of the courts of appeals taken together.²⁵⁶ Moreover, this occurs in the context of a Board structure that lacks assigned clerks or “chambers” within the Board.

Taken together, the result of the Board’s structure appears to be a staff-driven. Realistically, Board members cannot draft opinions in sufficient numbers to address the tens of thousands of incoming cases; Board members in effect “join” or “sign onto” opinions drafted by staff attorneys, without the opportunity to engage with cases or to exercise adequate control over resulting opinions. Of course, federal appellate judges face similar pressures, but federal courts responded by developing chambers where individual judges can exercise relatively complete control over decision output.

Without substantial internal structural changes, the quality of Board decision-making would improve only slightly by a return to three-member panels. Given funding realities, the Board should consider re-designating some staff attorneys by moving them into chambers as permanent clerks to Board members. This would allow Board members to focus on opinions drafted for publication; if fully implemented, it would restore a substantial measure of justice for all individuals coming before the Board.

4.G. **Streamline and reform bond appeals to avoid waste.**

While more process is required for merits appeals, a more streamlined process would be appropriate for matters requiring expeditious consideration. For instance, the Board receives more than 1,800 bond appeals annually.²⁵⁷ Bond appeals are filed, by definition, in cases involving detained individuals.²⁵⁸ Yet they are currently the subject of a cumbersome appeal process, described below, rather than receiving expedited consideration.
Bond proceedings in immigration court are generally not transcribed.\textsuperscript{259} Rather, when a bond appeal is filed, the immigration judge produces a bond memorandum explaining her reasons for the bond decision, a process which generally takes one to two months.\textsuperscript{260} A briefing schedule is then set by the Board, and after briefing is received, the appeal can be decided.\textsuperscript{261}

Meanwhile, the immigration courts have a sensible policy of expediting consideration of detained cases, generally requiring completion within 120 days.\textsuperscript{262} As a result, cases are frequently resolved on the merits before the Board decides any bond appeal. This can be because the individual has prevailed before the immigration judge, such as on a claim of citizenship.\textsuperscript{263} Alternately, the detainee may have been ordered deported, which, once final, deprives the Board and the immigration judge of jurisdiction over bond matters.\textsuperscript{264} Indeed, because bond appeals are handled no more expeditiously than other appeals, the Board sometimes resolves a case on the merits before it decides the bond matter.

For example, consider the unpublished case of Cesar Nivardo Ramos-Sanchez, where an immigration judge concluded that his shoplifting conviction did not render him removable and ordered termination of proceedings.\textsuperscript{265} The government appealed.\textsuperscript{266} Two months after the judge’s termination order, still detained, Mr. Ramos-Sanchez sought a bond hearing and obtained a bond of $15,000 from the judge.\textsuperscript{267} The government appealed the bond order, too.\textsuperscript{268} The immigration judge produced a bond memorandum; the parties filed briefs.\textsuperscript{269} Before the Board adjudicated the bond appeal, the Board adjudicated the case on the merits, and upheld the immigration judge’s finding that Mr. Ramos-Sanchez was not removable.\textsuperscript{270} The work that went into the bond matter was wasted because the case was adjudicated so slowly. As a result, Mr. Ramos-Sanchez remained detained despite the immigration judge’s finding that bond was appropriate.

The Board does not report data on how many bond appeals are adjudicated on the merits, but because so many bond appeals become moot, it is likely a small percentage of the 1,800 bond appeals filed annually. This number is particularly small when comparing bond appeals at the Board with the number of bond decisions made annually in the immigration courts, which ranges from 50,000 to 78,000.\textsuperscript{271} In effect, the Board’s slow adjudications in the bond context leaves immigration judges with little guidance or correction. Where DHS disagrees with the bond decision, it has a regulatory remedy which allows it to obtain a stay of release for a period of time.\textsuperscript{272} Unfortunately, noncitizens aggrieved by continued detention have no similar remedy.

Relatively small changes could address these issues:

- First, a Board member could presumptively adjudicate bond appeals, except those cases being considered for publication.
- Second, instead of separately drafted memoranda, bond proceedings should be recorded, including a brief oral decision. While transcription of recorded hearings would trigger slight additional costs, those costs would be far less than the time costs of requiring overburdened immigration judges to draft multi-page
memoranda explaining their bond decisions. The transcription of bond decisions would be faster and more efficient than production of written bond memoranda.

- Third, the Board could apply dispute-resolution mechanisms to help narrow or resolve bond matters without remand. Mediation might narrow the relevant issues in bond cases by stipulating to a bond amount if the Board finds noncitizens not precluded by statute from release. Or, an appellate commissioner might order parties to clarify factual issues to allow decisions without further remand and delay.

VI. CONCLUSION

While comprehensive immigration reform would help the immigration court system function for a time, and additional EOIR funding might ameliorate some injustice, procedural reforms are necessary for the system to function well. With cost-effective procedural reforms, the government can improve the administration of justice and ensure due process to benefit immigrants, government attorneys, and the system itself.
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26 Marks, supra n. 24.


30 See TRAC, Once Intended to Reduce Immigration Court Backlog, Prosecutorial Discretion Closures Continue Unabated, available at http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/339/ (approximately 6% of all case closures are now for prosecutorial discretion).

31 See, e.g., Morton testimony (video available at http://1.usa.gov/1pfiSaA); see also TRAC, Pace of New Closures under ICE Prosecutorial Discretion Slackens in September (September 2012) available at http://trac.syr.edu/immigration/reports/latest_immcourt/#pd.

33 See ABA REPORT, supra n. 3, at ES-21 (recommending that ICE attorneys be assigned to a case from beginning to end); Reimagining the Immigration Court Assembly Line, supra n. 8, at 44-45.

34 Although this paper does not provide any recommendations specific to alleviating ICE trial attorney caseloads, implementation of many of the recommendations below might suggest changes in the structure of prosecutions.


Notably, this number does not include the relief of Voluntary Departure. FY 2013 Statistics Yearbook, supra n. 27, at I1. Voluntary Departure may be sought as an alternative to another relief application, or alone; and can itself trigger a merits hearing. See 8 C.F.R. § 1240.26(b)(1)(i)(D) (2012); Matter of Ocampo, 22 I&N Dec. 1301 (BIA 2000); Matter of C-B-, 25 I&N Dec. 888 (BIA 2012). The precise number of trials triggered by Voluntary Departure requests is unknown, but in FY13, the number of cases involving Voluntary Departure requests was 10.6 percent of the total number of initial case dispositions. Cf. FY 2013 Statistics Yearbook, supra n. 27, at O1 with FY 2013 Statistics Yearbook, supra n. 27, at I1.

Another 13.3 percent of immigration cases were terminated by the Immigration Judge, generally upon a finding that the government had not met its burden to prove removability. FY 2013 Statistics Yearbook, supra n. 27, at O2; see, e.g., Matter of Mejia-Andino, 23 I&N Dec. 533 (BIA 2002) (termination for improper service); Matter of Song, 23 I&N Dec. 173 (BIA 2001) (proceedings terminated where noncitizen not removable as aggravated felon). Again, in some of these cases, a relief application may have also been filed, and any overlap is not covered by publicly available EOIR data.

Therefore, the total percentage of immigration cases going to trial is between 39.6 percent (assuming total overlap, i.e., that in every case involving termination or voluntary departure, there was also a relief application) and 63.5 percent (assuming no overlap between termination, voluntary departure, and other relief).


37 In federal court, defendants who pleaded guilty received, on average, a prison term that was three times shorter than those found guilty at trial – an average of 56.2 months compared to 148.2 months. BUREAU OF JUSTICE STATISTICS, COMPRENDIUM OF FEDERAL JUSTICE STATISTICS 71, Figure 5.3 Average prison sentences imposed on defendants convicted at trial or by guilty plea (October 1, 2003 - September 30, 2004) available at http://bjs.ojp.usdoj.gov/content/pub/pdf/cfjs0405.pdf.

38 This void reflects the unintended effects of statutory changes. Before Congress passed the Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA) in 1996, many individuals agreed to depart voluntarily rather than accept deportation, an agreement that enabled them to be able to return lawfully to the United States in the future. IIRIRA, however, prohibited the government from extending periods of voluntary departure, and simultaneously introduced bars to re-entry for individuals who had accrued periods of unlawful presence in the United States. See P.L. 104-208, Division C. Prior to 1996, an individual with a foreseeable ability to legalize in the future could obtain voluntary departure, which could be extended for months or years in the discretion of the government, assuming continued good behavior. Then, without a removal order, the individual would be able to travel abroad with a fair degree of confidence in her ability to return lawfully. By contrast, under the current system, an undocumented person married to a U.S. citizen has little incentive to “settle” her case by taking voluntary departure, because even if she loses, the result of deportation is effectively the same as if she took voluntary departure. Worse, the current bars to reentry make the possibility of return speculative, turning on her ability to obtain a separate,
discretionary grant of a waiver. 8 U.S.C. 1182(a)(9)(B)(v). The result is to render voluntary departure less desirable than an attempt at other relief possibilities, even for an applicant likely to be denied that other form of relief.


41 See supra n. 36.

42 There are currently 248 Immigration Judges. See http://www.justice.gov/eoir/sibpages/ICadr.htm. According to the FY 2013 Statistics Yearbook, supra n. 27, at A7, figure 2, Immigration Courts received 271,279 matters in FY 2013. This number is actually reduced from 2011, when it stood at 1213 new receipts per Immigration Judge. See Juan Osuna, Statement Before the Committee on the Judiciary, Hearing on “Improving Efficiency and Ensuring Justice in the Immigration Court System,” 1 (May 18, 2011) [hereinafter Osuna Testimony] (testifying that the total number of cases received by the Immigration Court at the end of FY 2010 was 325,326 and the total number of judges is 268; resulting in about 1,213 cases per judge) available at http://1.usa.gov/1nx4RoM.

43 This is calculated by dividing the total number of receipts for FY2013, 253,942 matters, by 248 Immigration Judges. See See http://www.justice.gov/eoir/sibpages/ICadr.htm (listing 248 Immigration Judges); FY 2013 Statistics Yearbook, supra n. 27, at A8, figure 3; cf. ACUS REPORT, supra n. 5, at 31 (noting that in prior fiscal year, Immigration Judges completed an average of 1338 matters).

44 See FY 2013 Statistics Yearbook supra n. 27, at W1 (reporting the total pending caseload of Immigration Courts at the end of FY 2013 as 350,330 cases, which if divided by the total number of judges 248 equals 1412.6 pending cases per judge).

45 See Bd. of Veterans’ Appeals, Fiscal Year 2012 Report of the Chairman, 4 (February 2013) available at http://www.bva.va.gov/docs/Chairmans_Annual_Rpts/BVA2012AR.pdf (hereinafter BVA FY 2012 REPORT) (reporting that the Board received 49,611 new cases, the number was then divided by the 64 Veterans Law Judges on the Board).

46 See BVA FY 2012 REPORT, supra n. 45, at 4 (reporting that the BVA made 44,300 decisions, noting that there were 64 judges). However, even fewer – an average of 193 per judge, per year – went to trial before Veterans Law Judges. See id. (12,334 actual hearings).

47 See Bd. of Veterans’ Appeals, supra n. 45, at 16. (reporting that there were 45,959 cases pending before the BVA at the end of FY 2010, the number was then divided by 64 VLJs).


49 See 2013 SOCIAL SECURITY STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT at 2.80, table 2.F9 (820,484 hearings per year), id. at 2.79, table 2.F8 (1301 ALJs). This comes to 630.7 dispositive hearings per judge per year. Cf. ACUS REPORT, supra n. 5, at 27 (noting average of 544 dispositive hearings per judge per year in earlier fiscal year).
50 See 2013 SOCIAL SECURITY STATISTICAL SUPPLEMENT at 2.80, table 2.F9 (816,575 pending cases at close of year), id. at 2.79, table 2.F8 (1301 ALJs). This comes to 627.7 pending cases per judge per year. Cf. ACUS REPORT, supra n. 5, at 27 (noting average of 575 pending cases per judge per year in earlier fiscal year).


52 ABA REPORT, supra n. 3, at ES-28.


54 Compare United States v. Noe, 821 F.2d 604, 609 (11th Cir. 1987) (noting that Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure “were designed to prevent” “trial by ambush”) with Matter of Magana, 17 I. & N. Dec. 111, 115 (BIA 1979) (federal rules of civil procedure not applicable in removal proceedings, and discovery is generally not permitted). In a sense, immigration law functions as civil and criminal law did in previous generations; “[i]n the days before the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, trial by ambush and secrecy was considered normal in the courts of law. No discovery tools were available to ferret out information about an opponent's claim or defense.” M. Pollack, Discovery-Its Abuse and Correction, 80 F.R.D. 219, 220 (1979).

55 The ACUS Report notes that judges now average 72 minutes per case, down from 102 minutes in 1999. ACUS REPORT, supra n. 5, at 32.


57 Stuart L. Lustig et. al., Inside the Judges’ Chambers: Narrative Responses from the National Association of Immigration Judges’ Stress and Burnout Survey, 23 GEO. IMMIGR. L.J. 57, 74 (2008-2009) (“The combination of hearing traumatic stories and not knowing which ones to believe is what is so mentally and emotionally exhausting. It is really hard work and we are not given enough recovery time within our busy schedules.”).


60 See, e.g., 8 C.F.R. § 208.7(a)(1).


62 According to DHS statistics, 15 percent of individuals seeking asylum and 41 percent of individuals seeking withholding currently give up their quest due to delays in the credible fear and reasonable fear process. See Information Sharing on Foreign Nationals: Border Security (Redacted), Department of
Homeland Security, Office of the Inspector General, OIG-12-39 February 2012 at 51; see also, letter from Ashley Huebner, on file with author.

63 See Letter from Greg McConnell, on file with author.


67 See Palmer, Nature and Causes, supra n. 65, at 24. GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, U.S. ASYLUM SIGNIFICANT VARIATION EXISTED IN ASYLUM OUTCOMES ACROSS IMMIGRATION COURTS AND JUDGES 10 (Sept. 2008), available at http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d08940.pdf (“... BIA decisions favoring the alien were almost 50 percent lower (declining from 21 percent to 10 percent) in the 4 ½ years following the 2002 streamlining compared with the 4 ½ years preceding it”) (last visited November 23, 2011).


69 See Osuna Testimony, supra n. 42, at 5 (testifying that AWOs made up 30 percent of BIA decisions in 2004 but with steady decrease were only two percent of BIA decisions in 2011).

70 Office for Immigration Litigation, U.S. Department of Justice, What Does it Cost to Regulate Immigration? Three Measurements to Calculate Costs, IMMIGRATION LITIGATION BULLETIN, Vol. 15, No. 7, July 2011 at 6, available at http://1.usa.gov/1nx6ra4 (last accessed Nov. 29, 2011) (finding a total cost of $ 20,338 for cases litigated through the Court of Appeals, as opposed to $2,480 for cases litigated only through the BIA).

71 To the extent that immigrants of limited means cannot pay enough to support adequate handling of their cases, they are paying below the normal market rate for attorneys; when this happens, “[e]ven [noncitizens] who somehow … manage to attract lawyers… get what they pay for: lawyers who are less than fully employed or who are less capable.” Pennsylvania v. Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air, 483 U.S. 711, 742-43 (1987) (Blackmun, J., dissenting). As the time-cost of handling a case decreases, it follows that an increased number of noncitizens will be able to pay closer to market rate for counsel. Increased court efficiency would simultaneously reduce the number of noncitizens unable to pay for private counsel and increase the ability of nonprofit agencies to represent more noncitizens. It would also reduce the cost of any government-sponsored appointed counsel.


See supra at n.35-40 and accompanying text.

See supra n. 36-38 and accompanying text

UNITED STATES COURTS, FEDERAL JUDICIAL CASELOAD STATISTICS 2013, Table C-4 Cases Terminated, by Nature of Suit and Action Taken available at http://1.usa.gov/1qCKBWC.

Id. Of the 200,395 cases on which the court took some action, 172,338 were resolved at the “Before Pretrial” stage.


See generally 28 U.S.C. § 473(a)(4); CJRA Sourcebook at 105-130. Examples of local rules include Northern District of Illinois, Standing Order Establishing Pre-trial Procedures, 6(a) (Counsel for all parties are directed to meet in order to . . . (3) exchange copies of documents that will be offered in evidence at the trial); and Southern District of California, Local Rules and Procedures, Civil Rule 16.1(d)(1) (“At the conference, the judicial officer will . . . (2) encourage a cooperative discovery schedule.”).

See FED. R. CIV. P., Rule 26(a); see also George L. Paul and Jason R. Baron, Information Inflation: Can the Legal System Adapt?, 13 Rich. J.L. & Tech. 10, 26 (2007) (“Lawyers need to re-engineer the process of interacting with opposing counsel to promote efficiency, transparency, and the “just and speedy” resolution of disputes consistent with Rule 1 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. A new, collaborative paradigm for the 21st century is in order. There is a need for the development of case law that makes explicit what, for the past 70 years or so, has been left as a largely unstated goal of "cooperation" within the adversary system.”).

86 Local Rule 6(a)-(b) (“The Statement will (1) eliminate any issues that appear in the pleadings about which there is no controversy, and (2) include all issues of law as well as ultimate issues of fact from the standpoint of each party.”).

87 Id. See District Court for Southern District of California, Local Rule 16.1(b) (Counsel's Duty of Diligence. All counsel and parties, if they are proceeding pro se, must proceed with diligence to take all steps necessary to bring an action to readiness for trial. [Sanctions are available] for failure to prepare for and participate in good faith in the pretrial conference process.) (emphasis added). See also Wisconsin Supreme Court, Rule 804.01 (4m) (allowing for a discretionary “meet and confer” requirement where the court may sua sponte or on motion by a party order parties “to confer by any appropriate means, including in person, regarding [among other things] (a) the subjects on which discovery may be needed, when discovery should be completed, and whether discovery should be conducted in phases or be limited to particular issues . . . ).

88 See ACUS REPORT at 67-74.

89 APPLESEED REPORT, supra n. 8, at 11.

90 Id. at 68-69.

91 See 28 U.S.C. § 473(a)(3); Fed. R. Civ. P. 12(a) (time for filing an answer); 16(c) (Pretrial conferences); 36 (Requests for admission).

92 See supra n. 33-34 and accompanying text.

93 Fed. R. Civ. P. 16(c)(1) (requiring an attorney with authority to make stipulations or admissions to “all matters that can reasonably be anticipated for discussion”).

94 See id.

95 See Standing Order Establishing Pretrial Procedure, Northern District of Illinois, para 6(c) (requiring jointly drafted final pretrial order).


97 See ACUS, App. 6, at 119. For an example of this in another context, see Standing Order Establishing Pretrial Procedure, Northern District of Illinois, para 10 (appending model pretrial memoranda for personal injury cases and employment discrimination cases).

98 Since the ICPM serves to “establish uniform procedures nationwide,” it is an appropriate avenue through which EOIR may communicate and facilitate these changes. CHIEF JUDGE BRIAN O’LEARY, OPERATING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES MEMORANDUM 08-03 (AMENDED): APPLICATION OF THE IMMIGRATION COURT PRACTICE MANUAL TO PENDING CASES 1 (June 20 2008), available at http://www.justice.gov/eoir/efoia/ocij/oppm08/08-03.pdf.

99 A respondent’s A-file is the:

Record of a non-citizen who is currently under investigation by the DHS, has had contact with the DHS or the former INS in the past, or is an informant or witness assisting the DHS. The record contains copies of documents and information for all transactions related to the non-citizen throughout the U.S. immigration and inspection process. This is different than the Record of Proceeding (“ROP”) maintained by the Executive Office for
Immigration Review for noncitizens placed in removal, deportation, or exclusion proceedings before the immigration courts.


100 Dent v. Holder, 627 F.3d 365 (9th Cir. 2010).

101 Form I-213, Record of Deportable Alien, is commonly produced by ICE officers as a result of investigations.

102 See also ACUS REPORT, supra n. 5, at 69-70.


104 Individuals who lack a defense to removal generally have their cases resolved at the preliminary hearing stage.

105 U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, OFFICE OF THE INSPECTOR GENERAL, MANAGEMENT OF IMMIGRATION CASES AND APPEALS BY THE EXECUTIVE OFFICE FOR IMMIGRATION REVIEW, I-2013-001 29-33 (October 2012) (hereinafter Inspector General Report). Other frequent reasons for noncitizens to seek continuances are to seek counsel, to complete background checks, and to await USCIS adjudication of relevant applications. Id. at 31. These do not include a rescheduling of a case from a master calendar hearing to a merits hearing; every case at which a relief application is considered will involve at least one such continuance.

106 See ICPM 4.15(j) Written pleadings.

107 See ICPM 4.15(m) Waivers of appearance. An Immigration Judge would have authority to reschedule the hearing, and to waive the noncitizen’s appearance; but it would require a separate order to do so. This would be unusual, in the authors’ experience.

108 See ICPM 4.8 Attendance. . . . Any delay in the respondent’s appearance at a master calendar or individual calendar hearing may result in the hearing being held “in absentia” (in the respondent’s absence); 8 U.S.C. § 1229a(b)(5)(C).

109 The first matter that must be resolved in most immigration cases is the question of removability, an issue that respondents rarely contest. This step is accomplished at the master calendar hearing. In immigration proceedings, a “master calendar hearing,” is typically a brief, preliminary hearing, where testimony is unusual. Usually, a dozen or more noncitizens are scheduled for the same time master calendar slot. A “merits hearing” or “individual hearing,” by contrast, is an administrative trial on the merits of the case.

110 The ACUS Report notes that many judges require the filing of asylum applications in court, in order to give required advisals. ACUS REPORT, supra n. 5, at 48-49. But nothing in the regulations, 8 C.F.R. § 1208.4(b)(3), requires filing in open court; and there is no principled reason why advisals could not be given at the beginning of a merits hearing, if the noncitizen has not been in court prior to that time. Moreover, nothing in the Settlement Agreement in B.H., et al. v. USCIS, et al., CV11-2108-RAJ (W.D.Wash.), would prevent EOIR from encouraging the “lodging” of asylum applications rather than filing in open court.


112 Most recently, the immigration court system agreed to prioritize cases involving detained families and families released on alternatives to detention; other cases were rescheduled to make room on crowded dockets. See Juan Osuna, Statement Before the Committee on Appropriations, Hearing “Reviewing the
President’s Emergency Supplemental Request for Unaccompanied Children and Related Matters,” 3 (July 10, 2014).

113 See ICPM 5.2(j) Oral argument.

114 If the judge denies the motion because she does not want to waste the time slot, she may deny the respondent a reasonable opportunity to present her case. If the judge delays ruling on the motion, it may squander a trial slot that could be used for another merits hearing, at a time when other applicants wait years for trial. Moreover, because the parties cannot know whether the motion will be granted, they are forced to expend resources to prepare for hearing on the matter.

115 To make this change possible, it may be useful to amend ICPM 5.2(j). Below is the suggested new language:

(j) Oral argument. Motions are adjudicated on the pleadings or after an oral argument. The mode of adjudication may differ based on the type of motion filed. Parties should schedule a motion for the motions docket of the appropriate Immigration Judge at the time of filing a motion, pursuant to the local rules and local instructions of each Immigration Court. Each Immigration Court keeps its own motion call schedule. It can be found on EOIR’s website at ______.

116 This models the practice of the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois. See Local Rule 5.3(b) (PRESENTMENT). Every motion or objection shall be accompanied by a notice of presentment specifying the date and time on which, and judge before whom, the motion or objection is to be presented. The date of presentment shall be not more than 14 days following the date on which the motion or objection is delivered to the court pursuant to LR78.1) available at http://1.usa.gov/UvFeJG. See also instructions on how to notice a motion electronically: http://1.usa.gov/1nY3JGE.

117 The immigration judge should have a set time every week (e.g., Friday at 8:30 A.M.) for a motions call during which respondents can plan to argue a motion filed during a specified period one or two weeks prior to the hearing. The intervening week or weeks would permit the immigration court and DHS attorneys to obtain their files before the hearing.

118 In response to this suggestion, some advocates have noted that currently these preliminary hearings are often the only opportunity for the parties to confer about a given case. While this may be true, the costs on the system (the court, the parties, the noncitizens) far outweigh any incidental benefits, and also believe that required pretrial communications would be a far superior mechanism for such conversations. See also, Reimagining the Immigration Court Assembly Line, supra n. 8, at 47.


122 8 C.F.R. § 274a.12

123 See also ACUS REPORT, supra n. 5, at 54-55.

124 Id.

125 Cf. 8 C.F.R. § 208.7(a)(2) with 8 U.S.C. § 1158(d)(2).
126 ACUS REPORT, supra n. 5, at 54. The Settlement Agreement in B.H., et al. v. USCIS, et al., CV11-2108-RAJ (W.D.Wash.), may limit EOIR’s freedom in some respects; EOIR might wish to seek a modification of that agreement in the course of larger reallocation of responsibility over the EAD clock.

127 See, e.g., Niang v. Mukasey, 511 F.3d 138, 147 (2nd Cir. 2008) (reversing a negative credibility finding in part because the immigration judge “misunderstood or misremembered” part of the respondent’s testimony); see also Tekle v. Mukasey, 533 F.3d 1044, 1052 (9th Cir. 2008) (reversing negative credibility finding in part because the immigration judge misunderstood, or misremembered, the context in which the respondent used the word “continuous”); but see Pilica v. Ashcroft, 388 F.3d 941, 952 (6th Cir. 2004) (upholding negative credibility finding even though the immigration judge seemed to have misremembered certain parts of respondent’s testimony).


129 Immigration judges have the power to sanction practitioners practicing in front of them. 8 C.F.R. 1292.3(a). The definition of practitioner does not include DHS attorneys. 8 C.F.R. 1292.3(a)(2); ICPM 10.3(c).


131 8 C.F.R. § 1003.47(g).

132 See 8 C.F.R. § 1003.47.

133 ACUS REPORT, supra n. 5, at 72-73.

134 See supra at n. 35-40 and accompanying text.


138 Id. at 1527-28. The amendment doubled the number of cases heard by magistrate judges. Id. The CJRA’s demands for intensive judicial case management also increased the federal district court’s reliance on magistrate judges. Tim A. Baker, The Expanding Role of Magistrate Judges in Federal Court, 39 VAL. U.L. REV. 661, 666 (2005); Lawrence Dessem, The Role of the Federal Magistrate Judge in Civil Justice Reform, 67 ST. JOHN’S L. REV. 799, 800 (1993).

139 FED. R. CIV. P. 53(1)(C) allows “special masters” to be employed “to help judges resolve fact-intensive cases . . . [conduct] a master review [of] facts, organize the information, and prepare a comprehensive report to assist the judge or jury.”


141 On average, the AO has heard cases 30-40 days after their filing and issued a decision about 10 days afterward. Interview with Ashley Huebner (on file with author). An uptick in asylum-seekers along the border has resulted in some delays in recent months, while the AO hires additional officers.

143 Compare FY 2013 Statistics Yearbook, supra n. 27, at J2, Figure 15 (showing the number of receipts and grants of asylum for FY 2009-2013) with id. at N1, Table 16 (listing grants of relief other than asylum).

144 See Asylum Division Quarterly Stakeholder Meeting, Asylum Office Workload, at 7 available at http://1.usa.gov/1sZa8cd (last accessed July 17, 2014).

145 Banks v. Gonzalez, 453 F.3d 449, 454 (7th Cir. 2006) (“What the immigration bureaucracy needs is . . . someone who knows local conditions at a level of details that would permit him to opine on the question whether a given alien’s assertions are plausible, and what level of risk that alien would face if returned home.”). In addition, Judge Easterbrook suggested a comparison with the “vocational experts” used by the Social Security Administration, who “provide definitive guidance in the adjudication of cases which require consideration of the vocational factors of age, education, training and work experience.” Id. See also Social Security Administration, History of SSA during the Johnson Administration 1963-1968: Operating Methods: Vocational Training Program available at http://1.usa.gov/1kYFpED. The authors do not suggest the adoption of that system as such; but we do believe that there is support for the more modest proposition that routing cases through the Asylum Office would facilitate the systematic collection of information by country and claim, which would assist in superior adjudications.


147 See generally Lustig, supra n. 57.

148 Judge Noel Brennan of the New York Immigration Court wrote,

   Although I am not a psychologist, I often observe immigrants in need of social support or other professional help that they are likely not receiving. For example, I may see a flat affect that suggests the possibility of deep depression. I have seen a woman from Kosovo break down in terror as she relived a rape. In another instance, a Chinese man sobbed uncontrollably as he recounted being detained by the cadres because he resisted the family planning officials who came to forcibly take his wife, who was six months pregnant, for an abortion.


149 This Paper does not have a particular suggestion for how to fund these additional adjudications. Currently, USCIS charges no fee to adjudicate asylum applications.

150 The ACUS Report drafters suggest that a referral system be considered for Withholding or Removal and Protection under the Conventions Against Torture cases. The authors also considered such a recommendation, but decided against it. We wished to prioritize suggestions that would require no regulatory changes, since they would be easier to implement. We agree that it is wasteful for the Asylum Office to deny asylum based on a collateral bar, while not being able to consider the merits of the protection claim. We would suggest, instead lieu of regulatory changes which would allow for direct Asylum Office adjudication, that similar benefits could be achieved if that office made a positive recommendation to the ICE attorney. For instance, recommending a stipulation to the facts as alleged in the application and/or a stipulation that the conduct would, if true, support a grant of relief. Such an agency finding could support a subsequent decision by ICE counsel to stipulate to a grant of relief.

151 See John Morton, Guidance Regarding the Handling of Removal Proceedings of Aliens with Pending or Approved Applications or Petitions (August 20, 2010) available at http://1.usa.gov/1rz7xUt (last accessed November 2, 2012).
In the context of expedited removals, as ACUS has recently noted, the Asylum Office in fact conducts “credible fear” interviews prior to placing individuals into removal proceedings. 8 C.F.R. § 1235.6. If the Asylum Officer concluded that asylum ought to be granted, there would seem no principled reason why the Asylum Office could not grant asylum without a referral to the Immigration Court system in the first instance.


The self-petition process permits the victim of an abusive U.S. citizen spouse to file a petition on their own behalf rather than having to rely on that individual to petition for them.


See 8 C.F.R. § 1208.11.

See supra n. 161.

8 U.S.C. § 1356(m).


8 C.F.R. § 1003.16(b) (“The alien may be represented in proceedings before an Immigration Judge by an attorney or other representative of his or her choice in accordance with 8 CFR part 1292, at no expense to the government.”).

For overall numbers, see FY 2013 Statistics Yearbook, supra n. 27, at F1. The percentage of unrepresented detainees was obtained through a Freedom of Information Act request filed with EOIR by the National Immigrant Justice Center. EOIR responded to that request on September 17, 2014, sending an Excel spreadsheet which forms the basis for these calculations, and is on file with the authors.


KATZMANN REPORT, supra n. 8.

Id.

Id.

See, e.g., DEL. SUPER. CT., DELAWARE COURTS: FAIRNESS FOR ALL TASK FORCE 1, 4 (2009) (hereinafter DEL. SUPER. CT. TASK FORCE REPORT) available at http://1.usa.gov/1nEJ5kF (recommending
that the Supreme Court and bar associations seek ways to increase access to attorneys for unrepresented clients through an increase in funds and the allowance of limited appearances due to continued concern over the inability of pro se litigants to represent themselves despite available services and fairness to both parties when one party is unrepresented).

169 See generally Sharon Finkel, Voice of Justice: Promoting Fairness Through Appointed Counsel for Immigrant Children, 17 N.Y.L. SCH. J. HUM. RTS. 1105 (2011). The Supreme Court requires representation of children in juvenile delinquency proceedings, which are characterized as civil in nature. See In re Gault, 387 U.S. 1 (1966). In Gault, the Court emphasized loss of a juvenile’s liberty, albeit in a reformatory school rather than a prison, as one of the characteristics necessitating representation by counsel. Id. at 28. A similar argument can be made in regard to noncitizens held in detention, especially since despite the civil nature of immigration proceedings, noncitizens in removal proceedings are housed in jails.


171 See Turner v. Rogers, 131 S. Ct. 2507, 2520 (2011) (quoting Gagnon v. Scarpelli, 411 U.S. 778, 788 (1973), suggesting that there might be higher due process requirements in cases where a defendant “can fairly be represented only by a trained advocate.”).

172 See, e.g., Brennan, supra n. 158, at 627 (discussing the initiatives under way for unrepresented noncitizens in the immigration court in Manhattan).

173 See id. at 628.

174 See id. at 629. In Baltimore, advocates have set up a similar intake and consultation project located at the University of Maryland Legal Clinic. There, volunteer attorneys conduct an initial assessment of immigrants’ cases and agree to take on the case if relief is possible See Interview with Patricia Chiriboga-Roby, World Relief, Coordinator of Project (on file with author). In Chicago, NIJC performs KYR presentations for detainees and conducts regular intake at detention facilities and in its office. In addition, the Chicago Volunteer Legal Services (CVLS) conducts a once monthly, appointment-only intake clinic staffed with attorney of the American Immigration Lawyers Association (AILA). See CVLS, What We Do, Legal Clinics, available at http://www.cvls.org/clinics.

175 See, Brennan, supra n. 148, at 630 (“Previously, it had been difficult to recruit pro bono attorneys because immigrants are often moved to another venue before a hearing on the merits. Now, however, even though detainees may be transferred after a consultation with Legal Aid or pro bono counsel after their bond hearing (assuming that bond is denied), this transfer does not impose any impractical burdens on volunteer law firms.”).

176 Brennan, supra n. 148, at 623.

177 Id. at 625-626.


179 ICPM, Section 2.3(d).

180 For example, the nature of a law school clinic is such that students are only available for several months at a time, limiting a clinic’s ability to commit to cases through a merits hearing. Permitting unbundled representation such that clinic members will handle only a discrete portion of an individual’s case will provide unrepresented noncitizens with representation while potentially expediting the process and
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